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Abstract 

We present a new context-based approach to de- 
fault logic, called contextual default logic. The 
approach”extends the notion of a default rule and 
supplies each extension with a context. Contextu- 
al default logic allows for embedding all existing 
variants of default logic along with more tradi- 
tional approaches like the closed world assump- 
tion. A key advantage of contextual default lo- 
gic is that it provides a syntactical instrument for 
comparing existing default logics in a unified set- 
ting. In particular, it reveals that existing default 
logics mainly differ in the way they deal with an 
explicit or implicit underlying context. 

Thus, the primary purpose of this work is to inte- 
grate the different variants of default logic in a more 
general but uniform system, which combines the ex- 
pressiveness of the various default logics. The basic 
idea is twofold. First, we supply each default exten- 
sion (ie. a set of default conclusions) with an underlying 
context. Second, we extend the notion of a default rule 
in order to allow for a variety of different application 
conditions which arise naturally from the distinction 
between the initial set of facts, the default extension 
at hand, and its context. 

Introduction 
Default logic has become the prime candidate for 
formalizing consistency-based default reasoning since 
its introduction in [Reiter,l980]. Since then, sev- 
eral variants of default logic have been proposed, 
eg. [Lukaszewicz,1988; Brewka,l991; Delgrande et 
az.,1992]. Each such variant rectified purportedly 
counterintuitive features of the original approach. 
However, the evolution of default logic is diverging. Al- 
though it has resulted in diverse variants sharing many 
interesting properties, it has altered the notion of a de- 
fault rule. In particular, most of the aforementioned 
variants deal with a different notion of consistency. For 
instance, Reiter’s default logic employs some sort of 
local consistency, whereas others employ some sort of 
global consistency. 

Notions of consistency in default logics 

Classical default logic was defined by Reiter in [1980] 
as a formal account of reasoning in the absence of 
complete information. It is based on first-order logic, 
whose sentences are hereafter simply referred to as for- 
mulas (instead of closed formulas). In default logics, 
default knowledge is incorporated by means of so-called 
default rules. A default rule is any expression of the 
form v, where cy, p and y are formulas. cx is called 
the prerequisite, ,f3 the justification, and y the conse- 
quent of the default rule. Accordingly, a default theory 
(D, W) consists of a set of formulas W and a set of 
default rules D. Informally, an extension of the ini- 
tial set of facts W is defined as the set of all formulas 
derivable from W by applying classical inference rules 
and all applicable default rules. Usually, a default rule 
v is applicable, if its prerequisite a! is derivable and 
its justification /3 is consistent in a certain way. 

Up to now, we are then compelled to choose among 
one of the respective variants whenever we want to rep- 
resent default knowledge. At first sight, this seems to 
be a good solution, since we may select one of the vari- 
ants depending on its properties. However, our choice 
fixes the notion of a default rule. More freedom would 
be desirable: We should not be forced to commit our- 
selves to just a single variant of default logic, because 
all facets of default logic are worth considering. In- 
stead, an integrated approach is proposed below, which 
is based on a very general notion of a default rule. 

In all “conventional” default logics, the prerequisite 
CY of a default rule 7 is checked wrt an extension 
E by requiring a! E E. However, all of the afore- 
mentioned variants differ in the way they account for 
the consistency of the justification ,f3. For instance, 
in classical default logic [Reiter,l980] the consistency 
of the justification p is checked wrt the extension E 
by l,f3 @ E, whereas in constrained default logic [Del- 
grande et aZ.,1992] the same is done wrt a set of con- 
straints C, containing the extension E, by checking 
+ e c- 

In default logics, there are thus two extreme no- 
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tions of consistency: Individual and joint consistency. 
The former one is employed in classical default logic, 
whereas the latter can be found in cumulative and con- 
strained default logic. Individual consistency requires 
that no justification of an applying default rule is con- 
tradictory with a given extension, whereas joint con- 
sistency stipulates that all justifications of all applying 
default rules are jointly consistent with the extension 
at hand. As an example, consider the default theory 

({ 
*B :-IB 

C’D 9 * > 0) (1) 

In classical default logic, this default theory has one 
extension Z%((C, D)). Both default rules apply, al- 
though they have contradictory justifications. This is 
because each justification is separately consistent with 
Th({C, D)). In th is case, the extension is somehow em- 
bedded in a “context” which gathers two incompatible 
“subcontexts”: One containing the extension and the 

justification of the first default rule, Z%({C, D, B}), and 
another one containing the justification of the second 
default rule, 5Yz({C, D, lB}). 

This is different from the approach taken in con- 
strained default logic. There, we obtain two con- 
strained extensions. We obtain one extension Z%({C}) 
which is supplied with a set of constraints Z%((C, B}) 
consisting of the justification B and the consequent C 
of the first default rule. We also obtain another exten- 
sion i&({D)) whose constraints Y%({D, -7B)) contain 
the justification 1B and the consequent D of the sec- 
ond default rule. Each set of constraints contains the 
extension and additionally all justifications of all ap- 
plying default rules. Thus, each extension is embedded 
in a “context” given by the set of constraints. 

In order to combine the variants of default logic, 
we have to compromise the notions of individual and 
joint consistency. In particular, we have to deal with 
joint consistency requirements in the presence of in- 
consistent individual consistency requirements. There- 
fore, we allow for “contexts” containing contradictory 
formulas, like B and -IB as in the previous exam- 
ple in classical default logic, without containing all 
possible formulas. Thus, we admit contexts which 
are not deductively closed. In the previous example, 
the extension Z%({C, D)) will then have the context 
Z%({C, D, B)) u Z%({C, D, -7B)), which is composed of 
two incompatible subcontexts. A useful notion is then 
that of pointwise closure 2%~ (T). 
Definition 1 Let T and S be sets of formulas. The 
pointwise closure of T under S is defined as l%s (T) = 
L&T IR(S u -@3)* 
If S is a singleton set {q), we simply write !I&(T) 
instead of 3,,(T). Given two sets of formulas T and 
S, we say that T is pointwisely closed under S iff T = 
2%~ (T). We simply say that T is pointwisely closed 
whenever T = ~!%T(T) for any tautology T. 

Observe that the aforementioned context can now be 
represented as the pointwise closure of {B, 1B3 under 
{G D), namely I&(c,D>({B, 433). 

Contextual default logic 
We introduce a new approach to default logic by ex- 
tending the notions of default rules and extensions. 
The resulting system is called contextual default Zo- 
gic. We consider three sets of formulas: A set of facts 
W, an extension E, and a certain context C such that 
W C E C C. The set of formulas C is somehow es- 
tablished from the facts, the default conclusions (ie. 
the consequences of the applied default rules), as well 
as all underlying consistency assumptions (ie. the jus- 
tifications of all applied default rules). That is, our 
approach trivially captures the above application con- 
ditions for “conventional” default rules, eg. CL E E and 
+ 4 E in th e case of classical default logic. 

This approach allows for even more ways of form- 
ing application conditions of default rules. Consider a 
formula cp and three consistent, deductively closed sets 
of formulas W, E, and C such that W C_ ~!3 C C. Six 
more or less strong application conditions are obtained 
which can be ordered from left to right by decreasing 
strength; whereby > is read as “implies”: 
QEW > QEE > QEC > lcp$E’C > l&E > lcp$?!W 
We can think of W as a deductively closed set of facts, 
E as a default extension of W, and C as the above 
mentioned context for E. Then, the first condition 
cp E W stands for first-order derivability from the facts 
W. The second condition cp E E stands for derivabil- 
ity from W using first-order logic and certain default 
rules. This is used in conventional default logics as 
the test for the prerequisite of a default rule. The 
third condition, cp E C, is the strangest one. It ex- 
presses “membership in a context of reasoning”. The 
last three conditions are consistency conditions. The 
fourth condition 19 Q C corresponds to the consis- 
tency condition used in constrained default logic, the 
fifth one lcp $ E is used in classical default logic. Fi- 
nally, the last condition 1~ 4 W is the one used for 
the closed world assumption [Reiter,1977], where it is 
restricted to ground negative literals. 

This variety of application conditions motivates an 
extended notion of a default rule. 

Definition 2 A contextual default rule 6 is an expres- 
sion of the form 

where arw, &El QC, ,&, PE, ,&, and y are formulas. 
CYW, a(~, ~XC are called the W-, E-, and C-prerequisites, 
aZso noted Prereqw(6), PrereqE(S), Prereqc(S), PC, 
,8E, pw are called the C-, E-, and W-justifications, 
also noted Justifc(a), JustifE(b), Justifw(b), and y is 
called the consequent, also noted Conseq(6). ’ 

The six antecedents of a contextual default rule are to 
be treated along the above intuitions. Accordingly, a 
contextual default theory is a pair (D, W), where D is 
a set of contextual default rules and W is a deductively 

‘These projections extend to sets of default rules in the 
obvious way (eg. J,st&(A) = U6E~{~~~tifE(b)} ). 
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closed2 set of formulas. 
Now, a contextual extension is to be a pair (E, C), 

where E is a deductively closed set of formulas and C 
is a pointwisely closed set of formulas, as follows. 
Definition 3 Let (D, W) be a contextual default the- 
ory. For any pair of sets of formulas (T, S) let V(T, S) 
be the pair of smallest sets of formulas (T’, S’) such 
that W C T’ C S’ and the following condition holds: 

For any ~wlaBiaC:~Cl~BI~W E D if 
7 I 

Z.CYwEW 2. QE E T’ 3. arc E S’ 

d-%74 s 5. +E@T 6. $bv@ W 

then 7. ‘IK,(T’) E T’ 
8. tZ-$n (T’) C S’ 
9. m& (S’) c S’ 

A pair of sets of formulas (E, C) is a contextual exten- 
sion of(D, W) iff V(E,C) = (E,C). 
Notice that the operator V is in fact parameterized 
by (D, W). Furthermore, observe that Conditions 1-6 
basically correspond to those given above. 

Intuitively, we start from (IV, W) (ie. we take the 
facts W as our initial version of E and C) and try to 
apply a contextual default rule by checking conditions 
i-6 and, if we are successful, we enforce 7-9, ie. we add 
7 to our current version of E and we add # A FE and 
cp A PC to our current version of C, for each 4 in the 
final E and for each cp in the final C. 

Consider the contextual default theorv 

(1 l~l:;l-Bi},mpj) AII;BI, 

along with its bnly contextual extension {E, C), where 
E = mu-b c, W) 
C = Z-h((A, C, D, E, B}) uTh({A, C, D, E, lB}). 

E represents the extension and C provides its context. 
This contextual extension is generated from the facts 
by applying first the first contextual default rule and 
then the second one. 

Now, w applies if its prerequisite A is monoton- 
ically derivable (ie. if A is derivable without contextual 
default rules according to Condition 1 in Definition 3) 
and if its E-justification B is consistent with the ex- 
tension E (according to Condition 5). In other words, 
B has to be individually consistent. This being the 
case, we derive C. That is, C is nonmonotonically deriv- 
able by means of the first contextual default rule (cf. 
Condition 2). Thus, C establishes the prerequisite of 
the second contextual default rule, I ’ 1’ i’ lB I. In or- 
der to derive D, we have to verify the consistency of 
the two justifications E and lB, ie. E has to be jointly 
consistent (ie. according to Condition 4, it has to be 
consistent with the context C), whereas 1B has to be 
individually consistent (ie. according to Condition 5, it 
has to be consistent with the extension E). Since this 
is fulfilled, we obtain the above contextual extension 
satisfying our consistency requirements. 

Observe that the context C is composed of 
two incompatible subcontexts, Th({A, C, D, E, B}) and 
Z%({A, C, D, E, TB}). All such subcontexts contain a 
common “kernel” given by the extension and all jointly 
consistent Cjustifications, here T?z({A, C, D}) and E. 
The E-justifications, B and ~8, create different sub- 
contexts. Why is the joint consistency of E not affected 
by these two incompatible formulas? This is because in 
our approach joint consistency only requires the con- 
sistency of a justification with each subcontext in turn, 
whereas individual consistency requires the consistency 
of a justification with at least one such subcontext. 

Embedding default logics 
We show that classical [Reiter,l980], justified 
[Lukaszewicz,1988] and constrained default logic [Del- 
grande et aZ.,1992] are embedded in contextual default 
logic. Since cumulative default logic [Brewka,l991] is 
closely connected to constrained default logic, neglect- 
ing representational issues, we obtain that variant too. 

As mentioned in the introductory section, classical 
default logic employs a sort of local consistency (which 
we also called individual consistency), as can be seen 
from the following definition of classical extensions. 
Definition 4 Let (D, W) be a default theory. For 
any set of formulas T let I’(T) be the smallest set of 
formulas T’ such that 

1. W E T’, 2. %(T’) = T’, 
9. For any y E D, if cy E T’ and -+ @ T then y E T’. 

A set of formulas E is a classical extension of (D, W) 
ifi I’(E) = E. 
In order to have a comprehensive example throughout 
the text, we extend default theory (1) by introducing 
an additional default rule: 

({ 
:B :YB :-C/t-D 

C’D’ E > 0) 1 (2) 

This default theory still has one classical extension 
m({C, D)). A s s h own above, the first two default rules 
apply, although they have contradictory justifications, 
and then block the third default rule. 

In order to relate classical with contextual default lo- 
gic, let us identify default theories in classical default 
logic with contextual default theories as follows. 
Definition 5 Let (D, W) be a default theory. Define 

4&(D,W)= ((-1 +D},m(W)). 

Then, classical default logic corresponds to this frag- 
ment of contextual default logic. 
Theorem 1 Let (D, W) be a default theory and let 
E be a set of formulas. Then, E is a classical exten- 
sion of (D, W) ifl (E, C) is a contextual extension of 
4&(D, W) for some C. 
Given a classical extension E, the context C is the 
pointwise closure of the justifications of the generating3 
default rules under E. 

2This is no real r estriction, but it simplifies matters. 
3 Informally, the generating 

apply in view of E. 
default rules are those which 
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Consider the contextual counterpart of default the- 
ory (2): 

({ 
ll:‘c”l, ll:l;Bl, II:‘-y-D’> ,J-qq) 

. contextual 
zension (Z%yF$>), S!%({C, F\)) UZ%((C, D, lB})) 
whose extension corresponds to the classical extension 
of default theory (2). The common kernel of the two 
subcontexts of the context is given by the extension. In 
addition, the first subcontext, Z%((C, D, B})), contains 
the E-justification of the first contextual default rule, 
whereas the second one, !Z%({C, D, lB})), contains ad- 
ditionally the E-justification of the second contextual 
default rule. As in classical default logic, the third 
contextual default rule is blocked by the other ones. 

Further evidence for the generality of our ap- 
proach is that it also captures justified default logic 
[Lukaszewicz,l988]. In this approach, the justifications 
of the applying default rules are attached to extensions 
in order to strengthen the applicability condition of de- 
fault rules. A justified extension is defined as follows. 
Definition 6 Let (D, W) be a default theory. For any 
pair of sets of formulas (T, S) let Q(T, S) be the pair 
of smallest sets of formulas T’, S’ such that 

1. W C T’, 2.Z%(T’) = T’, 
3. Forany~ED,if~ET’andVqESU{~}.TU 

Cr3 t-l cr73 Y -I- th enyET’ andpESt. 
A pair of sets of formulas (E, J) is a justified extension 
of (D, W) ifi P(E, J) = (E, J). 
Let us return to default theory (2). This default the- 
ory has two justified extensions: (Z%({C, D}), {B, lB}) 
and (!Z%({E}), {-C A -,D}). The first one corresponds 
to the extension obtained in classical default logic. 
However, it is supplied with a set of justifications, 
{B, ‘B} (which, incidentally, is inconsistent). The sec- 
ond extension stems from applying the third default 
rule whose justification blocks the two other default 
rules by contradicting their consequents. 

Now, let us identify default theories in justified de- 
fault logic with contextual default theories: 
Definition 7 Let (D, W) be a default theory. Define 

@JDL(D, W) = ({ JaI,7,./pA7L 1 &$ E 0),2%(W)). 

This leads to the following correspondence. 
‘Eheorem 2 Let (D, W) be a default theory and let 
E be a set of formulas. Then, (E, J) is a justified ex- 
tension of (D, W) for some J ifl (E, C) is a contextual 
extension of %JDL(D, W) for some C. 
J consists of the justifications of the generating4 de- 
fault rules for E, whereas C is given by the pointwise 
closure of the same set of justifications under E. 

It is interesting to observe how the relatively compli- 
cated consistency check in justified default logic is ac- 
complished in contextual default logic. For a justified 
extension (E, J) and a default rule &$ the condition is 

41n the sense o f j ustifled default logic. 

V~rl E JU(p}. EU(y}U(rj) y 1. In fact, it is two-fold: It 
consists of a joint and an individual consistency check, 
ie. Vq E J. E U {r} U {q} y I and E U {-y} U {p} y 1. 
Transposed to the case of a contextual extension (E, 6) 
the two subconditions are 17 @ C and l(p A 7) $! E. 
The first check cares about the joint consistency of the 
consequent y, whereas the second one checks whether 
the conjunction of the justification and consequent of 
the default rule is individually consistent. 

Now, let us see what happens to default theory (2) 
if we apply translation @JDL: 

({ 11: CIBACI I(:DJ-BADI 11: EI--XA~DhEI 
c ’ D 1 E } 9 m(0)) 

As in-justified default logic, we get two contextual ex- 
tensions: (Z%({C, D}), Z%({C, D,%))UIR({C, D, -B})}) 
and (!Z%({E}), Y%({E, X, lD})>, whose extensions cor- 
respond to the extensions obtained in justified default 
logic. Observe that the respective subcontexts differ 
exactly in the justifications attached to the extensions 
in justified default logic. 

Finally, we turn to constrained default logic [Del- 
grande et aZ.,1992], which employs a sort of joint con- 
sistency. In constrained default logic, an extension 
comes with a set of constraints. A constrained exten- 
sion is defined as follows. 
Definition 8 Let (D, W) be a default theory. For any 
set of formulas S let Y(S) be the pair of smallest sets 
of formulas (T’, S’) such that 

1. W & T’ 5 S’, 2. T’ = Th(T’) and S’ = Th(S’), 
3. Forany~ED,ifcv~T’andSu{p)u(~}y-L 

thenyET’andp,rES’. 
A pair of sets of formulas (E, C) is a constrained ex- 
tension of (0, W) iff Y(C) = (E,C). 
As we have seen above, constrained default logic de- 
tects inconsistencies among the justifications of de- 
fault rules. Thus, we obtain three constrained exten- 
sions, (m((c3), m((c, B3)h t~(-P3), m(CD, -B3)), 
(Z%({E)), Z%({E, X, 7D))), of default theory (2). 
They- are formed as described above. 

A default theory in constrained default logic is iden- 
tified with a contextual default theory as follows. 
Definition 9 Let (D, W) be a default theory. Define 

QDL(D,W) = ({v / 9 E 0),2%(W)). 

This yields the following correspondence. 
Theorem 3 Let (D, W) be a default theory and let 
E and C be sets of formulas. Then, (E, C) is a con- 
strained extension of (D, W) ifi (E, C) is a contextual 
extension of @c,,(D, W). 
Notice that C is always deductively closed whenever 
(E, C) is an extension in either sense. 

Consider the contextual counterpart of default the- 
ory (2) from the perspective of constrained default 
logic: 

(f 
II: “c^‘ll, II: -“6’“ll, II: -;Wl} , m(0)) 

As a . result, we obtain three contextual .exten- 
sions: PW3)~ ‘IRW f33))) @-7w3), 774CD, 433h 
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and (Z%({E}), Th((E, X, 1D))). These are identical to 
the respective constrained extensions. 

Contextual default logic: Expressiveness 
This section is devoted to the novel application condi- 
tions of contextual default rules and-how their inter- 
play may influence the contents of extensions. 

Let us first consider the difference between IV- and 
E-prerequisites. In general, W-prerequisites should be 
preferred over E-prerequisites whenever a prerequisite 
has to be verified, ie. whenever it should not be deriv- 
able by default inferences. This cannot be modelled 
in conventional default logics, since they do not distin- 
guish 
sions. 

between monotonic and nonmonotonic conclu- 

As an example, consider the assertion “usually, we - 
can transplant an organ provided that the person is 
proven to be dead”. Of course, the antecedent of this 
rule should be more than merely concluded by default. 
For instance, a person whose body is fully covered 
with a medical blanket is usually dead, but it takes 
more evidence for doctors to remove organs. Now, the 
above rule can be formalized by means of the contex- 
tual default rule v, saying that an organ, 0, can 
be transplanted, if this is consistent with the current 
context, and provided that the death, D, of the per- 
son has been verified. Importantly, adding the contex- 
tual default rule 9 (saying that a person whose 
body is covered, C, with a blanket is usually dead, D) 
does not allow w to apply, even in the case where 
w = z%({C}). 

Gprerequisites are a means for weakening an- 
tecedents of default rules. This is because a G 
prerequisite allows us not only to refer to default con- 
clusions but also to their underlying consistency as- 
sumptions: A Cprerequisite is satisfied iff it belongs to 
some subcontext. Accordingly, certain contextual de- 
fault rules can only be applied .if a certain context has 
been established. For instance, a contextual default 
rule “:I$ may establish, without actually asserting, a 
consistency assumption A on which other contextual 
default rules, like w, rely. 

Let us now turn to the difference between G and 
E-justifications of contextual default rules. Notably, it 
can serve for imposing priorities between two implicit 
assumptions. This cannot be modelled easily in con- 
ventional default logics. For instance, in default theory 
(1) a precedence among the two implicit assumptions 
can be modelled in contextual default logic in a very 
straightforward way by weakening the imp&it assump- 
tion B compared to its negation: 

(i 
J/:1 B I 11: -B I[ 

C’ D 

This 
} 340)) 

yields one contextual extension, 
WCC3), WCB, C3)>* 

The use of W-justifications is closely related to CWA, 
the closed world assumption [Reiter,1977]. CWA has 

been introduced in order to complete a given set of 
facts W. In CWA, a ground negative literal is deriv- 
able iff the original atom is not derivable from W. Con- 
sidering a database about taxpayers, for instance, an 
individual is not a dead person unless stated other- 
wise. Given no other knowledge about an individual, 
we derive that he is not dead. This can be modelled 
by means of the contextual default rule w. 

Contextual default logic: 
The formal theory 

In the sequel, we give alternative characterizations of - . 
contextual extensions and describe their structure in 
more detail. First, we define the set of generating con- 
textual default rules. 

Deffinition I.0 Let (D, W) be a contextual default 
theory and T and S sets of formulas. The set of gen- 
erating contextual default rules for (T, S) wrt (D, W) 
is defined as 
&T,S) 

(D,W = { 
aw aEl ac : PC PI3 Pw 

7 ED 
aw E w, &EET, Q!c E s, 
--& 6% +E $=, -$w @w 1 

Now, we can make precise the claim made before Defi- 
nition 3: In a contextual extension (E,C), the set E is 
deductively closed and the set C is pointwisely closed. 

Theorem 4 Let (E, C) b e a contextual extension of 
(D, W) and A = GD[i’$)). Then, 

I&( W u Conseq( A)) = Z%(E) = E 
~E”.hh&(A)( hStifj+)) = Ix,(c) = c. 

The first inclusion shows that extensions of contex- 
tual default theories are formed in the same way as 
in conventional default logics. That is, they consist 
of the initial facts along with the consequents of all 
applying contextual default rules. The second inclu- 
sion describes the respective contexts. A context is the 
pointwise closure of the E-justifications of the applying 
contextual default rules (corresponding to the individ- 
ual consistency requirements) under the extension and 
the Gjustifications of the applying contextual default 
rules (corresponding to the joint consistency require- 
ments). It follows that whenever (E, C) is a contextual 
extension, C contains the deductive closure of E and all 
formulas involved in joint consistency requirements. In 

symbols, 2% (E U Justifc (GD[$&)) c C. Since this 
set is shared ‘by all subcontexts of a context, we call it 
the kernel of a context. 

Theorem 5 Let (D, W) be a contextual default the- 
ory and let E and C be sets of formulas. Define 
Eo = W and CO = W and for i 2 0 

Ai = 
{ 

aw am ac : PO Pa Pw 
7 

ED 
awEW, QE E Ei, Qc E G, 
+-a7 e c, '@E 6% -9w e w 

E. a+1 = Z%( W U Conseq(A;)) 
C* 2-i-l = ~~,uJ11Jt~~~a;,(~UStif~(Ai)) 
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Then, (E, Cd, is a contextual extension of (D, W) iff 
(4 C) = (UiEo Ei, Ui”=, G). 

The extension E is built by successively introduc- 
ing the consequents of all applying contextual default 
rules. Also, the deductive closure is computed at each 
stage. For each partial context C;+l, the previous par- 
tial extension Ei is unioned with the Cjustifications 
of all applying contextual default rules. This set is 
unioned in turn with each E-justification of all apply- 
ing contextual default rules. Again, the deductive clo- 
sure is computed when appropriate. In this way, each 
partial context Ci+r is built upon the kernel of the 
previous partial context, Z%( E; U Justifc (Ai)). 

A possible worlds semantics 
In analogy to [Besnard and Schaub,1993], we employ 
Kripke structures for characterizing contextual exten- 
sions. A Kripke structure has a distinguished world, 
the “actual” world, and a set of worlds accessible from 
it. 

The idea is roughly as follows. In a class of Kripke 
structures, the actual worlds characterize an exten- 
sion, whereas the accessible worlds characterize its con- 
text consisting of a number of subcontexts. In con- 
crete terms, given a contextual extension (E, C) and a 
Kripke structure m, we require that the actual world 
we of m be a model of the extension, E, and demand 
that each world in m accessible from wc be a model of 
some subcontext of C. Thus, each world of m accessi- 
ble from the actual world we is to be a model of the 
kernel of C. 

First, we define the class of K-models5 associated 
with W as !XW = {m 1 m b 7 A q  7,7 E W}. We 
will semantically characterize contextual extensions by 
maximal elements of a strict partial order on classes 
of K-models. Given a contextual default rule 5, its 
application conditions and the result of applying it are 
captured by an order >a as follows. 

Definition 11 Let 5 = aWIaBlac~PCIPBIPw. Let 

9X and 9X’ be distinct classes of K-models. Define 
9.Jl >a 9.X’ ifl 

irJZ={nlEtrrz’Im~7Ao7AoPcAOPE} 
and 

j.mwj=Qw 2. %Q’/=CtTE 3. my= ocrc 
4. f)Jz’ &t O$ 5. m� / $  q  lfl, 6. %+W k  +W 

Given a set of contextual default rules D, the strict 
partial order >D is defined as the transitive closure of 
the union of all orders >a such that S E D. 

Then, we obtain soundness and completeness:6 

Theorem 6 Let (D, W) be a contextual default the- 
ory. Let m be a class of K-models, E a deductively 
closed set of formulas, C a pointwisely closed set of 

and 

K-models stand for models 
Given a set of formulas 2’ 
OT stand for A,ETO~. 

of the modal logic K. 
let q  IT stand for &~&la 

formulas, and CK = 2% E U Justifc 

( 

( 
CJ = JuStifE GD{f’z) such that 

> 

GD~,E’~‘j 

’ 
>> 

and 

f)32 = {m I'm b E A EICK A (ZJ). 
(E, 6) is a consistent contextual extension of (D, W) 
iff m iS a >D -maximal non-empty class above w. 
Observe that the requirements on a maximal class of 
K-models correspond to the aforementioned intuitions. 
Clearly, E is the extension, C the context, CK the ker- 
nel and CJ consists of E-justifications distinguishing 
the subcontexts from each other. 

Conclusion 
Contextual default logic provides a unified framework 
for default logics by extending the notion of a default 
rule and supplying each extension with a context. Such 
contexts are formed by pointwisely closing certain con- 
sistency assumptions under a given extension. 

We isolated six different application conditions for 
default rules. We showed that only three of them are 
employed in conventional default logics, even though 
two of the three remaining ones correspond to well- 
known notions, namely first-order derivability and the 
closed world assumption. The remaining condition ex- 
presses “membership in a context” and needs further 
elaboration. 

Among various advantages, contextual default logic 
explicates the context-dependency of default logics and 
reveals that existing default logics differ mainly in the 
way they deal with an explicit or implicit underlying 
context. As a result, we saw that justified default logic 
compromises individual and joint consistency, whereas 
other variants strictly employ either of them. 
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